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 - Fixed issue with invalid SM64 files - Tweaked the animation sequenceQ: What do I need to provide in my application to be portable? I am trying to migrate my app from Windows to Android. The target is to do this as soon as possible. I am using C#,.NET 4.5, WinForms. I have no problem to generate code for android. I'm quite familiar with Java and I've had some experience with Android
programming. But, I was wondering how exactly I need to provide my app to make sure that it will be portable? I'm using C#, but I guess a solution for any language is better. Thanks for your help. A: You can't run the same code on two different platforms. You need to write platform specific code, and you have to write it twice. You can share certain parts, but there are many (if not all) differences.
That's why you have to write platform specific code. Q: custom "join" method and writing sql queries So I got a custom query and I was wondering if there's a way to write this query in a more elegant way without getting so many SQL queries. The query is used to get data from three tables: users, projects and submissions. In this query I basically need to get all users who are assigned to at least one

project. I got this query working by using the __join() method. This is the code I currently have: $data['submissions'] = $this->projects_model->submissions_by_user(array('user_id' => $this->session->userdata('id')), $sql_where); $data['projects'] = $this->projects_model->projects_by_user(array('user_id' => $this->session->userdata('id')), $sql_where); $data['users'] =
$this->users_model->users_by_user(array('user_id' => $this->session->userdata('id')), $sql_where); $submissions = $this->db->join('projects','submissions.project_id = projects.id')->get('submissions'); $users = $this->db->join('users', 'users.id = submissions.user_id')-> 520fdb1ae7
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